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Exercises in Aimed Solar Returns
from the Blog of Ciro Discepolo (89)

Dear Ciro,
As you recommended me to post after 8th Feb, I am following, and
hopefully this time I'd be able to read the answers online:
my dob is 2nd sep 73 8:00 am Karachi - Pakistan
I just want to know three points in very short: (Regarding SR 20132014 on September 2013)
I'd like to ask the following questions:
(1) How will my 5th house work
(2) What would be the best place for me within Pakistan to have the
best SR
(3) For how loong I will have to remain there I mean a few hours before
and after the time of SR?
Thank you!
Imran Rajani

Dear Imran,
your 5^ House will work bad if you will remain in Karachi: Saturn is
more powerful of Venus and will give you troubles with love or with sons.
To avoid these problems, but only to improve the 5^ House, without a
long movement, I advise you to spend your next birthday in Dubai, United
Emirates: 1st (and not 2nd) Semptember 2013, at 8:18 pm London Time.
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You can stay there also 30 minutes early and 30 minutes after 8:18 pm
London Time.
Best wishes.

ASR 2013 Karachi For Imran

ASR 2013 Dubai Emirates For Imran

Dear Ciro,
Thank you so much for the kind reply.
I am now bit confused. Can you please let me know 2nd house is better
here in Khi or it can be improved by going somewhere else.
DOB 2nd Sep 1973 8:00 AM karachi - Pakistan.
I just want to understand that "If Mars/Jupiter in 2nd will not let enter the
amount, does it mean (in my case) I will earn from one hand and spend from
other or it means I will spend from my savings and no earnings in my case.
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Best Regards,
Imran Rajani

Dear Imran,
in your previous post you was bothered for the 5th House and asked me
to recommend a location not far from Pakistan. I have done as you wished,
and I took away Saturn from the 5th House.
Now you completely change target and tell me what you can improve
your financial situation. You always want to get this by moving a few miles?
This is not possible.
You also ask about on the simultaneous presence of Jupiter and Mars in
the 2nd House: in the book of mine Transits and Solar Returns there are
some full pages to explain this item. I think that you have first to study this
book and after we can go into details.
You can find a few copies of this book at Namaste Bookshop in New
York or www.astrologers.com. It is imperative that you read first my book
of 600 pages with 34 basic rules and then I will try to explain better what is
not clear.
Many greetings.

***

Hi Ciro,
I am very good friends with your cousin Gina DeCrescenzo from the
United States.
Gina has been telling me that you are an amazing astrologer! I would like
to know if you can tell me about my astrology.
I was born in Hackensack, New Jersey, United States on April 18,
1982 at 8:04am.
Thank you very much!
-Michelle, from Hackensack, New Jersey
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Dear Michelle,
I advise you to spend your next Aimed Solar Return in the Jabor Jaluit
Island, Marshall Islands. On the bottom of this page you can read at what
hour and at what day you have to stay there.
But we have a little problem: this is a blog for astrologers. I can advise
you the best location for your next bithday (a good Tenth House to improve
almost at 360 degrees), but I can not interpreter step by step this Chart that
you can enlarge cliking on it.
If you want, you can read for free a my book on this topic:
www.solarreturns.com, but if you do not know Astrology you will not be
able to understand every nuance of this important action that we are going
to do in the day of your birthday.
Unfortunatly, now are some months that my best book on this argument
(Transits and Solar Returns) is sold out, but you should first study my other
basic book: The New Guide To Astrology.
You asked me also to respond to your private address, but this is not
possible because my free labor for many hours a day on this blog is to teach
thousands of students who follow me around the world and if I answered
only to you in private, my students what they would learn?
With best wishes.

ASR 2013 Jabor Jaluit Marshall Islands For Michelle

***
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Ciro,
You advised me to go to Albany for 2013 SR: DOB02-07-79"bacolod,
Phil,12:55pm
My 2012 SR was vancouver bc:mars in 12th...does this mean my hidden
enemies are coming out and bring trouble this year?
What can I expect with the SR location that you gave me:kindly elaborate.
Why did you choose this location for me this year?
Thank you as always.
/Marie

Dear /Marie,
if you have Mars in the 12th House of your current Aimed Solar Return,
surely you'll taste some nastiness from your hidden enemies.
If this is the maximum damage that you will receive, then you can rejoice
and say that you're lucky.
Then I proceed with the questions on your next ASR, but let go before
you a question to you: do you are an astrologer? If you are not an astrologer
(student of astrology), then I worry because, to answer, I should first keep
a private course of astrology for you.
I hope you've read at least 4-5 books on mine...
However I summarize for you, then you go to read in Transits and Solar
Returns:
- Jupiter very close to the MC: growth, emancipation in every direction
- Venus 6th House: protection for health and for job and for job
relationships
To achieve this, however, I had to reposition Mars and a stellium in your
VII House: at least one major war during the year, or private or in court.
Many greetings.
to exorcize the stellium in the VII House, the right book is this:
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Dear Ciro,
after several trip researches for my wife´s ASR, I found that there is no
availability of boat fishing in Falkland Island to the outside sea.
Besides, I also discovered that the trip to Alert NU (extreme
northeastern Canada) is done only a few times a year by the
Canadian Air Force and is highly dependent on climatic conditions
that are unpredictable.
So I and my wife are reconsidering postpone the project to have a child
for the next year, and this year, driving her 2013 ASR to the growth of 360
degrees house X.
In this sense, if we exorcise the saturn in 5th house living away from each
other, would be Santiago of Chile a good place? Her birth: April 1st, 1976,
at 14h05, Porto Alegre, Brasil. T
hanks your attention.
Jose Jorge Jr., Brazil
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Dear Jose,
it is correct!
Best wishes.

ASR 2013 Santiago De Chile For Jose Jorge Jr's Wife

Ciro Discepolo, an astrologer, journalist and writer,
was born in Naples in 1948 (on the 17th of July, at
5:40 am).
He worked for twenty years at the most popular
daily of Naples, Il Mattino, writing articles on science,
medicine, informatics, literature and astrology. He
always refused to cast the so-called 'horoscopes of
the solar signs' for that newspaper and for any other newspaper or magazine.
He worked (at 20 years old) for five years at the CNR (National Research
Council) as Researcher Helper and, for two years, as Electronic Measures
Laboratory‘s head in the Istituto Motori of Naples, CNR.
He has been dealing with astrology since 1970. He has written over 65 books,
most of them best-sellers in Italy as well as abroad (France, the United States
of America, Spain, Germany, Hungary, Slovenia and Russia). He has published
also about 750 Astrology lessons on YouTube. In 1990 he founded the quarterly
Ricerca '90, which he's been directing since then.
He's been doing statistical researches from the very beginning of his interest
in astrology.
At the beginning of the '90s, he obtained very brilliant results with researches
on astral heredity on a sample of over 75,000 subjects.
He's been holding seminars, courses and lectures in different universities and
cultural centres in Italy and abroad.
He particularly deals with Predictive Astrology and Aimed Solar Returns.
According to many colleagues he may be considered the greatest living expert
of this sector. In fact not only he wrote a dozen of texts on this specific segment
of the "Art of Urania" - he can also rely on an experience of more than 20,000
aimed birthdays (covering the years 1970 to 2007) that he suggested, whose
outcomes he collected at an interval of one year.
He developed extremely advanced software packages for the study of
Predictive Astrology, also projecting an innovative algorithm which is particularly
useful for the dating of events within one year for individuals or groups of
people.
He is deeply interested in informatics. Astrologically speaking, he followed the
school of André Barbault.
He founded the school of the Active Astrology.

